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Author’s Note
The Untold Story of Everything Digital: Bright Boys,
Revisited celebrates the 70th anniversary of the world “going
digital” for the very first time (1949-2019). To wit, realtime digital computing’s genesis story. That genesis story
is taken from the 2010 edition of Bright Boys: The Making
of Information Technology-1938-1958, and substantially
expanded upon for this special, anniversary edition.
The books are a complementary pair. It’s recommended for
readers looking to examine the more expansive quest for
Information Technology (1938-1958) to see Bright Boys,
especially for its bibliography and footnotes that cover both
books in depth.
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as a consultant and adviser on robotics from startups to
multi-national corporations.
Formerly, as a TV writer/producer at Boston’s ABC affiliate
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program Lifelines; and was lead writer on weekly sitcom
Park Street Under. His work has been twice nominated for
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Introduction
If the Barta Building Could Speak
The Most Important Building in the History of Digital Computing

Pictured here: Exterior: Barta Building, 211 Mass. Ave, c. 1949

The beginning that changed everything
“We were engaged in an endeavor that no one else could claim to understand.”
—Jay Forrester

Measured by the technology pioneered
within the confines of its old brick walls,
the Barta Building, just like Dr. Who’s
TARDIS, is bigger on the inside than it
is on the outside. Our digital universe
6

was born there over a remarkably brief
period of time: 1948-1953; and because
of that discovery, the provenance of every
digital device has but one address: 211
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA.

The Untold Story of Everything Digital:
Bright Boys, Revisited is the story of
how our high-tech world came to be.
It’s digital technology’s genesis story
as lived through the pioneering events
of a small group of people who made it
happen. Amazingly, it all took place in
a single location, the Barta Building, an
old, former commercial laundry a block
or so away from the front door of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Within the Barta Building, occupying
some 2500 square feet of floor space, was
a monstrous, Rube Goldberg-looking
machine called the Whirlwind computer
(1948-1959). Although the exact eureka
moment of Whirlwind’s first digital ping
is shrouded in a bit of mystery, by the
fall of 1949, it was definitely purring
away, solving simple equations in real
time and displaying answers on an
oscilloscope. It was a first-ever for realtime digital computing.

2012. For decades, it was known on MIT
campus maps simply as building N42.
And doubtless, none of the thousands of
students and staff who traipsed through
its corridors over the years, probably all
toting some sort of digital device, ever
realized that maybe a respectful bow at
the threshold was in order. Who knew?
Recognition for the engineers who
designed and built Whirlwind fared not
much better. Forty years after the fact,
in 1989, the digital leadership duo of Jay
Forrester and Bob Everett, were awarded
the National Medal of Technology. The
others were content just to be happy for
Jay and Bob.

What they did together inside the Barta
Building is what galvanized a decade of
their lives as engineers and bound them
together as friends and comrades for
life. As one of them, Bob Wieser, mused
years later: “Sometimes I ask myself why
this was such an interesting experience,
Although what was birthed in the the like of which I haven’t had since.”
Barta Building has transformed just
about everyone and everything on If the Barta Building could speak, oh the
planet Earth, the building has yet to magical tale it could tell about the digital
make it to the National Register of beginnings that changed everything. It
Historic Places—those “deemed worthy would tell the story of 30-year-old Jay
of preservation for their historical Forrester leading a team of cocky but
significance”. Recognition has been brilliant engineering bright boys on an
scant. The best that the old place has amazing journey that in a single, whitemustered is an IEEE commemorative hot decade (1946-1956) of fantastical
plaque at the front door, placed there in invention made the world go digital…
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for the very first time.
Young, unknown, with zero standing in
academic circles, they were frequently
discredited
as
brash,
wasteful
“boondogglers” with crazy ideas that
they thought would change the world for
the better. Such adversity made them
struggle mightily and unnecessarily, but
they persevered…and won.

#1

World’s first-ever high-speed, real-time,
electronic digital computer.

#2

First-ever software: Code warriors,
J. Halcombe Laning and Neal Zierler
combined shorthand English and
algebraic formulas for the first algebraic
compiler. IBM’s John Backus visited the
Barta Building for a demo, then returned
The Barta Building’s band of misfit to IBM and invented FORTRAN (the first
engineers birthed the digital revolution. widely used high-level programming
They were the first to imagine an language).
electronic landscape of computing
machines and digital networks, and the
#3
first to blaze its high-tech trails.
Jay Forrester invents magnetic-core
Their work in the Barta Building created
a profusion of technological firsts
that is as yet unmatched in any single
engineering project since.

memory (RAM): Magnetic-core memory
made stable memory and the stored
program possible for the first time.
Became the computer industry standard
for 20 years, until Intel’s first chip in
1971.

A list of just the top ten inventions
witnessed by the Barta Building, from
#4
a list that stretches on for dozens more, Impatient using punched paper tape,
readily displays the bright boys’ brand of first-ever computer keyboard and
rapid innovation and talent for discovery monitor installed on Whirlwind.
that now form the bedrock of our digital
age:
#5

Top Ten Barta Building
First-Evers
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First-ever computer graphics program:
Douglas Ross secretly develops graphics
program for Whirlwind, and used his
fingertip as a stylus while drawing
directly on computer monitor. Predating Ivan Sutherland’s SketchPad

(ancestor of modern computer- superconducting switch, which today is
aided design) later developed on part of superconducting quantum bits
“transistorized” version of Whirlwind, (qubits) in quantum computing.
the TX-2, in 1963.
The list goes on; it’s long and illustrious…
and mind-boggling!
#6
Bob Everett designs and prototypes
first-ever “light gun” in 1950 (precursor Along the way, they poked a first-ever
to the modern mouse). Touch the light hole into the Infosphere and put on the
gun to the monitor, and the computer first practical demonstration and use
of information theory. Norbert Weiner
responds.
and Claude Shannon had just given
new, technical meaning to words like
#7
First-ever networking as data is communication and message, writes
transmitted via microwave from Howard Rheingold in his Tools for
Bedford, MA to Whirlwind in Cambridge, Thought. “They demonstrated that
MA (20 miles distant). Proved to be too everything from the random motions
of subatomic particles to the behavior
expensive; opted for telephone lines.
of electrical switching networks and
the intelligi¬bility of human speech is
#8
First-ever
modem
(MOdulator— related in a way that can be expressed
DEModulator): When AT&T protested through certain basic mathematical
that copper-wire telephone lines equations.”
were unable to transmit data, John
Harrington’s team invents the modem. John Harrington first put information
theory into practice with the digital
transmission of 1s and 0s as radar
#9
First-ever
computerized
air-traffic pictures over voice telephone lines.
control: Combined flight radar data and
Whirlwind computer to organize and Initially, the bright boys had little idea
control air traffic. Became international what exactly it was they dragged in
standard for both military and civilian through that gaping hole. Their search
was for how best to manipulate digital
air transport.
information using their newly hatched
creation, the Whirlwind computer. In#10
Dudley Buck invents the “cryotron,” formation Technology, a term that
9

wouldn’t be coined until 1958, was an light everywhere and anywhere at any
unexpected consequence, an eye-open- time to anyone of our choosing.
ing bonus.
We’ve gone so far as to define our times
Each time we boot up our laptops, step as an information age, an information
off an elevator, book an airplane tick- economy, an information society, or
et, get cash from an ATM, or even pop an information revolution. Not so
a steak into a microwave, there’s an un- in the world that swirled around 211
seen thread that leads directly back to Massachusetts Ave. Back then there
the bright boys’ inner sanctum of dis- was a pristine simplicity to the notion
of information. Even as late as the midcovery and innovation.
1940s, information was meant mostly
Of course, now everyone and everything for the likes of the US Census Bureau
is bound up in the clutches of this every ten years, banks, and insurance
all-pervasive, all-powerful Information actuaries.
Technology. Popularly known to most
as just IT. IT is that high-tech panoply As Thomas Haigh points out in
of computers, telecommunications, and Inventing Information Systems, there
the myriad devices that digitally connect were, in all of the technical and scientific
and integrate information, equipment, literature for 1946, only seven articles
on information.
and people.
Beginning with the bright boys’ first information loom, built and first cranked
into action in 1949 in the old laundry
building, the two initials, IT, have subtly yet inexorably woven themselves into
the fabric of our lives.
Today there are information looms
everywhere, atop our desks, on our laps,
and in our pockets and purses. Many
of us spend most of our waking hours
spinning information on them, creating,
shaping, and forming information as
needed, then sending it at the speed of
10

Today the word “information” has
taken on a whole new spin: it’s anything
and everything . . . and it’s powerful.
Charles Seif, the well-known physicist
and journalist, likens us to information
beings. “Each creature of the Earth,” he
writes in Decoding the Universe, “is a
creature of information; information sits
at the center of our cells, and information
rattles around in our brains.” The book’s
subtitle hammers home that conviction:
How the New Science of Information is
Explaining Everything in the Cosmos,
from Our Brains to Black Holes.

horded by their builders, Forrester,
Everett and their band of engineers freely
offered machine time on Whirlwind to
anyone. Across the MIT campus and
beyond, researchers from academia,
Jay Forrester and his band of bright business, and industry by the hundreds
lined up at the digital oracle to get
boys were as startled as any.
answers for their hardest of problems.
In the faint pre-dawn glow of the digital
age—the mid- to late-1940s—electronic In evening classes, they even taught
digital computers had much in common binary math and programming to the
with Jurassic dinosaurs: large in body curious and to those looking to embark
but very short on brainpower. Staggering upon digital careers. They created
behemoths of hardware, most were true believers in their machine and
about the size of a gymnasium, yet with in their technology. A diaspora of the
barely a fraction of the capability of a “converted” grew into a large, ever
modern laptop. Hardly anyone gave growing, and enormously influential fan
much thought to an electronic digital club that proselytized the great machine
computer doing anything more than far and wide.
munching huge quantities of numbers
and then slowly regurgitating an answer. During the entire decade of their
Hardly anyone, that is, except for a cocky pioneering the digital universe, they
bunch engineers holed up in the Barta never wavered from giving back to those
in need. Their machine always had the
Building.
welcome mat out, any time day or night.
The bright boys and their massive
machine would, indeed, change the Edward R. Morrow called them
“Unusual…and gifted.”
world.
No one in 1946 could ever have fathomed
how transmuted information would
become when mixed in the crucible of
technology.

Democratizing computing

The rest of us have yet to thank them for
making the world go digital for the very
They changed the world by changing first time.
people, one by one, if necessary.

Humble and brilliant

In an age when the few behemoth main
frames that existed were protected and Today, they are by and large anonymous,
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although their feats of engineering are
an essential part of our daily lives. Not
much happens today without the aid of
digital electronics, and certainly little in
the future will take place without it. Yet,
the young engineers who made going
digital possible for the rest of us are
faceless, when they should be recognized
and honored.
When I first met them as octogenarians
and nonagenarians in 2003 (most all
have passed since 2018), they were
all too humble to seek gratitude in
recognition or a bit of the spotlight if
angled in their direction, which it never
was. They’d rather retell old-boy yarns
among themselves about their glory days
than be crowned for their momentous
achievements.
I was fascinated by their intellectual
brilliance, engineering prowess and
charming humility when speaking about
why they did what they did and how they
did it.

a story that’s basically remained untold
for a very long time.
From the first book’s full title: Bright
Boys: The Making of Information
Technology 1938-1958, I have pared
back the story from the twenty years it
took for Information Technology to rise
and take hold, in order to isolate the
digital goings-on in the Barta Building,
and slightly thereafter, as the action
moved from Cambridge to Lincoln
Laboratory in Lexington, MA, twelve
miles away.
To the parings from Bright Boys, I have
added lots of new material as well as
looked a bit more closely at the original
story. The Untold Story of Everything
Digital: Bright Boys, Revisited is the
end result.

Jay and Bob weren’t able to help me out
with my manuscript this time around:
Jay passed away in 2016; Bob in 2018.
I had hoped that they would have had
a chance to at least read the new book.
I asked to speak for them. They were Sadly, no.
delighted; so, I wrote Bright Boys, which
By now, I’m thinking, that they trust me.
was published in 2010.
So, here goes.
2019 is the 70th anniversary (19492019) of the bright boys pinging off that
first binary bit out into the world.
It’s a good time to stop for a moment to
take note of and focus more closely on
12

Chapter One
Terror at the Pentagon Taxi Stand
“Wizard War” begins
On a scorching September afternoon at the Pentagon taxi
stand in 1949, George Valley dashed to the running board
of a moving taxi. The lone passenger inside, a good friend,
the Caltech theoretical physicist H. P. “Bob” Robertson, had
hailed him.
“George, get in,” called out Robertson, swinging open the
door.
Valley was hoping for a quick lift to Union Station for the
train home.
He had no way of knowing that after settling back into the
rear seat and exchanging a handshake with Bob that his life
was about to change—suddenly and forever. He had no way
of knowing that he was about to be hurtled headlong on a
fantastical journey where he and a small group of engineers—
engineers he was yet to meet—would make the world go
digital for the very first time.
Valley was at the Pentagon attending technical meetings
as a civilian member of United States Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board, known in government circles as the SAB.
The 36-year-old Valley was an MIT physics professor and
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radar pioneer, who, during the war at MIT’s famous Rad Lab
(1941-1945), had led the team that developed the H2X radar
bombsight.
Valley and Robertson first met and became good friends in
London during the war while on assignments together for
the Vannevar Bush-led Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD).
A SAB member since 1946, he was frequently in Washington,
as was Robertson, who was technology advisor to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and instrumental in setting up the Weapons
Systems Evaluation Group for the Secretary of Defense.
During the war, Robertson was part of a scientific
intelligence team that mainly focused on capturing German
V-2 rocket technology before the Russians could. Fluent in
German, he was famous for his team’s techno expedition
off the beachheads at Normandy, following directly behind
advancing troops.
Together with similar units of British Commandos with
Canadian troops, and Free French forces—all operating
independently of one another and, most times, in competition
with each other, Robertson’s scientific intelligence team made
a mad dash into Europe to grab up anything and everything
of German technology.
One of the most celebrated of these techno booty hunters
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was a dashing British captain named Ian Fleming, who would
later fold many of his escapades into a series of books for his
secret agent hero, James Bond.
Robertson wasted little time getting to the point: “George,
I’ve just come from a briefing about how the president
intends to announce to the American people that the Soviets
have detonated an atomic bomb.”
Valley wasn’t surprised. Everyone in the scientific
community knew the day was coming fast. But this soon?
“Wasn’t Kurchatov supposed to be four or five years out from
perfecting a bomb?”
“That’s what we all thought,” replied Robertson, “but Joe
Stalin must have had other ideas about waiting. Truman will
issue a brief statement to the media on September 23rd.”
“Then it’s been definitely confirmed?” asked Valley.
“Last month, August, seismic instrumentation pointed to a
part of the Soviet Union called Kazakhstan; then airborne
radiation was picked up over Siberia. Truman asked for more
proof. Intelligence now confirms a detonation about twohundred miles west of Semipalatinsk near the Irtysh River…
in Kazakhstan. A blast radius of 1.5 miles seems to put it in
the 20-kiloton range, about the size of our Trinity test.”
Valley listened and nodded as Robertson ticked off the proof.
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“Well, not to be flippant” he quickly interjected, “but the
U.S.S.R. is oceans away or at least the other side of the North
Pole from our borders. When they get it airborne, then
worry.”
“Then it’s time to worry,” replied Robertson. “They’ve got
wings.”
“The Soviets have heavy bombers that I don’t know about?”
queried Valley.
“That’s correct,” said Robertson. “They flew at the Tushino
Air Show. They call them Tu-4s, which are actually B-29s.”
Before Valley could recover from the startling news,
Robertson held up a hand to hold off any reply. “Hold on,
let me explain,” he said. “Your face looks like mine did at my
morning briefing.”
“During a bombing run over Japan, three B-29s couldn’t
make it back to base, so they landed at Vladivostok. The
Soviets sent the crews home, but kept the planes. They then
proceeded to reverse engineer every nut and bolt on the B-29,
right on down to the Boeing logos in the cockpit. They even
copied what had been flaws in the original manufacturing
process. They overlooked nothing!”
“And it actually fits the bomb bay…and they can get it
airborne?” asked Valley.
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Robertson nodded in the affirmative.
“George,” explained Robertson. “Let me be plain: They can
now easily fly over the Pole and drop a 20-kiliton egg right
on downtown St. Louis. It probably would be a one-way
mission, but hey, that’s war. Remember?”
“The sky just changed,” mumbled Valley, shaking his head
in disbelief. “Now every time we look up, it may be cause for
terror.”
Years later, Valley would admit that all he could think about
at that moment was his family in Belmont, very near to
hisoffice at MIT. An atomic bomb dropped on Boston would
easily destroy his home and family.
“And you say your morning briefing had worse news than
this awful Tu-4 revelation?” asked Valley somberly.
Robertson shrugged, “These days every briefing is just about
neck and neck on the gloom meter. This morning, a question
posed was how the Air Force would repel formations of
these Tu-4s bearing down on the U.S. There was no credible
answer. It appears that there aren’t enough radar stations,
and the stations that do exist, use antiquated equipment.
And tactical communication among the stations is deplorably
late…or non-existent.”
“So much for any advantage from early warning,” quipped
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Valley.
“Of course, the president will avoid any mention of the Tu-4s;
no sense making the public too crazy too soon. But George,”
blurted Robertson, “defenseless airspace; it’s scandalous!
You’ve got to do something about it...and fast!”
“Me!?” replied Valley in astonishment.
“You’d be perfect, George,” answered Robertson. “You’re one
of the world’s top radar experts. Even better, when everyone
else is zigging, George Valley zags. We need a zagger. If
anyone can remedy the situation, it’s you.”
“I’m a zagger?” laughed Valley.
“Precisely!” Robertson shot back. “Remember when bomber
command and the Rad Lab—when just about everyone—was
betting the farm on H2S radar, you zagged. You called H2S
“a bucket of crap”.* You proposed X-band radar that would
provide higher resolution and more detail; you put a team
together and then proved yourself right with H2X radar,
which then became the Rad Lab’s top-priority project.
“You zagged again when redesigning the H2X antenna, and
then again introducing an analog computing system for the
H2X.” *
As Greg Goebel in his “WW2 & The Origins of Radar” says
* Greg Goebel “WW2 & The Origins of Radar”
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of Valley’s efforts with H2X: “Valley was smart, aggressive,
abrasive, and determined to build a targeting radar that
worked.”
“Bob,” said Valley, looking out the window in surprise, “what
happened to the train station? We’re back at the Pentagon.”
Robertson laughed at his friend’s surprise. “That’s because
the Chief is waiting to see you.”
“Vandenberg?” queried Valley. “Wants to see me?”
“Yes, General Vandenberg wants to see you immediately. You
come highly recommended,” smiled Robertson, grabbing the
handle and opening the door. “But first check in with his vice
chief, Muir Fairchild.”
Valley, a bit stunned and feeling unprepared for a meeting
with the Air Force’s Chief of Staff, awkwardly stepped back
onto the sidewalk. Robertson closed the door after him and
rolled down the window.
“Know what Winston Churchill called the race for electronic
superiority?” asked Robertson. “Wizard War,” he grinned,
quickly answering himself. “George, you and I are wizards in
this new Wizard War.
“I thought we were done with wars,” said Valley.
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“Me too, my good friend,” he nodded with a bit of a sigh.
“Me too. …Well, if needed, you know where to find me. Good
luck.”
George Valley was born in New York City on September 5,
1913. At 22 he earned an undergraduate degree in physics at
MIT, and in 1939 a PhD in nuclear physics from the University
of Rochester, New York, which was followed by a turn as a
lens designer at Bausch and Lomb’s facility in Rochester.
Later in 1939, he found himself back in Cambridge as a
Harvard Research Fellow, and a year later trooped in with
the gang as the Rad Lab was getting underway. He stayed
until the Rad Lab mustered everyone out at war’s end.
In 1947, he put in a year as editor of the Radiation Laboratory
Technical Series, which turned out to be a huge asset for
postwar electronics research. And except for his ongoing
SAB membership, 1949 had seemed like a good year for
getting back to his family, teaching, and the good life—an
ample helping of “normalcy”—after the war.
Then came Bob Robertson’s, “George, get in.”

One month later…
George Valley was on the telephone with Washington for
what must have seemed like hours. On the other end were
a very interested Theodore von Karman, chairman of the
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SAB, and his aide Air Force Major Ted Walkowicz. It was
just about the first of November 1949, as Valley recalled it
(actually, November 8th), and he had recently finished with
his analysis of the country’s air defense preparedness. It
wasn’t good, and he had an earful of suggestions jumping
over the telephone line.
He had been to a Continental Air Command (CONAC) radar
site, which, he said: “Re¬sembled one of those army camps
of the Indian wars that you see in late-night movies—except
Quonset huts substituted for the log cabins and jeeps took
the place of horses.”
The SAB had supplied him with a stack of reports on air
defense, which he called, “all disquieting.”
He had read the proposal on a temporary “Lash Up” system
that General Fairchild and his air defense expert, General
Gordon Saville, had presented to Congress seven months
earlier in March, which called for 75 existing, WWII-vintage
radars to be literally “lashed” atop towers or platforms from
coast to coast across the country.
He was aghast at the thought of such primitive radar trying
to spot and track waves of incoming Tu-4s, some of which
would be carrying A-bombs, while most others would be
decoys. There was a need to track each and every bomber
beginning hundreds of miles from any U.S. border; the Lash
Up was far from adequate.
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Valley told von Karman that there was “no effective radar
system for low-flying aircraft. Airborne interceptor radars
failed when looking down on low-flying bombers, and while
ground ra¬dars worked well at long ranges against highflying aircraft, they could not detect low flyers.”
Al Donovan from the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
worked out calculations for Valley, reporting “that a bomber
flying in over the north pole region at high altitude could
always detect the ground radar before the radar detected
it; it could thereupon descend under the radar beam and
continue undetected at low altitude.”
After what he’d seen of U.S. preparedness, Bob Robertson’s
description of “defenseless airspace” was tragically kind.
As Valley recalled later: “No one expected a hostile country
to possess nuclear bombs for years to come.” America felt
comfortably safe nestled between its vast oceans. “Cocksure
and arrogant, most of us were fooled.”
The only bright light in an otherwise dismal defense plan
had been his visit to the Air Force Cambridge Research Lab
(AFCRL), on Albany Street just around the corner from MIT.
The AFCRL, which was run by John Marchetti, who was
considered the Father of American Radar, was, according to
Truman’s science expert, William Golden, the best military
research facility in the country. Valley was impressed by the
people there and their research work.
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Von Karman and Walkowicz were well acquainted with
Valley’s observations, although not to the alarming extent
that Valley’s investigation had uncovered. Valley, however,
just maybe had a potential solution to part of the problem,
which came as a bit of fresh air into the stifling atmosphere
of an America floundering at preparedness. Von Karman and
Walkowicz asked Valley to prepare a report on his comments
and suggestions and to send it to them.
They didn’t have to wait long. Valley quickly sent them a
three-page summary on the same day.
Since his backseat conversation with Bob Robertson, Valley
had been quick about whatever he was doing on behalf of
air defense, although he was less sure about his motives for
jumping in so readily—especially when it came to anything
having to do with an atomic bomb.
Valley had refused to work on the Manhattan Project, and
following the war, had joined up with others “to make nuclear
energy into a force for peace, not doom,” he later recalled.
He lobbied Congress against the May-Johnson Bill that
would have placed nuclear energy entirely under the control
of the Department of Defense.
Writing years later, Valley said he made “innumerable
speeches to lawyer’s clubs, to doctor’s clubs, to chambers of
commerce, to Rotary Clubs, to Lions Clubs, to the League of
Women Voters, to anybody who would listen.” In the end,
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however, his thoughts were on home and family, and the
sobering realization that “the blast wave of the first bomb to
hit Boston” would easily reach his almost-completed home
in nearby Belmont. So, with more givings than misgivings,
he sent his list off to von Karman, realizing that like World
War II, he was committing himself for the duration, however
long that would take.
His letter noted ten subject areas to be investigated, and
stated that the investigations would best be accomplished not
by the military but by a special “civilian” committee drawn
up of individuals with expertise in the areas he outlined.
For speed and to facilitate the meetings, he suggested that
committee members live in close proximity to one another—
the New York to Boston corridor—and that the meetings
take place in the Boston–Cambridge area, preferably at the
AFCRL.

Pictured here: George Valley, Director of SAGE, 1952–1958, speaking to
members of the press at announcement of SAGE system
for continental air defense.
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Twenty days later, on November 28th, Valley was in
Washington to attend a special meeting of the SAB Executive
Committee. Muir Fairchild was there to address the group,
and he read excerpts from Valley’s letter.
“I was impressed by his frankness,” wrote Valley later. “He
asked the SAB to fix the system.”
Valley’s report called for large, long-range radar that sent
microwaves out to the horizon looking for something to
bounce off and return a signal. In addition, he noted the
need for two other radar types: gap-filler radar to fill in open
gaps between the long-range radar units, and height-finder
radar, which determined the altitude of incoming aircraft.
Between the three radars, both high-flying and low-flying,
aircraft could be revealed and tracked in real time, including
their latitude, longitude, speed, and bearing.
He was very aware that such continental radar coverage
sufficient for North America’s airspace would produce an
enormous amount of real-time radar data that needed to be
collected, communicated, and acted upon also in real time.
Otherwise, why bother? Everything would be way too late.
He knew of no real-time calculating or computing machine
or system capable of doing what was so vital to the success of
air defense. It was the great unknown. Such a system had to
be found or built, and quickly.
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It was fortuitous that Valley’s recommendations got into the
hands of someone like Fairchild. Von Karman had placed
Valley’s letter with a doer. The next day, the SAB formalized
one of Valley’s suggestions by proposing that an Air Defense
Technical Committee be formed to address the matter.
Fairchild made sure that the proposal got quickly to
Vandenberg for his review and approval.
By December 8th, Fairchild had forwarded the SABValley proposal for an Air Defense Committee through to
Vandenberg. A letter from Fairchild to Valley on December
15th confirmed that the Committee got a strong go-ahead
from the Chief as well as a request to begin work “within the
next few weeks.” Another letter from Fairchild of the same
date asked Valley to take on the chairmanship of the Air
Defense Committee.
The same day, Valley wrote a four-page paper elaborating
on his original letter to von Karman. “Tentative Remarks on
the Task, Organization, and Program of the SAB” reiterated
the ten subject areas to be investigated, and with it the SAB
formed the Air Defense System Engineering Committee or,
as it was commonly called, ADSEC. It would soon come to be
known as the Valley Committee.
Seems Robertson had chosen well.
Even better, Valley had a bankroll to work with: Fairchild
and Saville’s appearance before Congress the previous March
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had netted them $116 million for continental air defense
(adjusted for inflation, it’s equal to $1.2 billion in 2019).
Valley had plenty of money—and plenty of talent, what with
the combined people resources of Marchetti’s AFCRL and
his handpicked group of experts to serve with him on the
Valley Committee.
Still outstanding on his to-do list: the great unknown.
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The anvil of complexity
In the spring of 1949, Jay Forrester was a very worried man,
and the months ahead didn’t look like they would be getting
any kinder.
He shouldn’t have had a worry in the world. He and his secondin-command, Bob Everett, and their bright boy engineering
mates had just built the world’s first, real-time, electronic
digital computer. It was a general-purpose, parallel machine
that cranked out 10,000 calculations per second, and best of
all, they had groomed it to never crash.
It should have been a time for cheers and maybe a parade. It
wasn’t.

Pictured: Interior: Barta Building with Whirlwind computer, 1951
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Named Whirlwind, it was a massive machine that filled 2,500
square feet of an old but stately-looking former commercial
laundry, called the Barta Building, that sat on the corner of
211 Massachusetts Ave. in Cambridge, MA. Above it, and
nearly as massive, was a cooling system without which the
computer would indeed have crashed, which would have
completely ruined the two years it took for Forrester and his
bright boys to design and build it.
With the ubiquity of digital computing today—in a world
“going digital” in every conceivable way—it’s hard to imagine
that Whirlwind and its creators were not more appreciated
from the git-go. If the world had known then how much
Whirlwind was about to affect just about everything,
Forrester, in the spring of 1949, might have been fending off
paparazzi rather than ill will.
Sometimes even world’s firsts have a tough time convincing
anyone of their true value. In 1949, there was less than a
megabyte of RAM on the entire planet, and every bit of it
resided in the Barta Building. Forester and company had
not only birthed digital computing, but they had birthed
Information Technology as well. However, not many seemed
to care.
There were lots of people, and powerful ones, who were
totally unimpressed with what had gone on in the Barta
Building. Biggest of all, Whirlwind’s sponsor, the Office of
Naval Research (ONR), which was in the process of paring
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down Forrester’s fiscal budget by half…or more, and maybe
even cancelling its support entirely. The ONR’s reason being
that Whirlwind was not the flight trainer that Forrester and
company had contracted to build. As such, in the eyes of the
ONR and many others, Whirlwind had no defined mission, no
purpose; which also caught the attention of the government’s
Panel on Electronic Digital Computers that was looking to
eliminate government-financed computers deemed to have
no mission.
There were also hard feelings from some of MIT’s academics
toward Whirlwind’s creators. Nearly all of the discord
concerned either money—that they were incorrigible
spendthrifts—or assailed their credentials—that they were a
bunch of no-name, junior engineers without any standing.
Somehow Forrester and Everett had latched onto a sweet
contract that many felt that they did not really merit. People
more senior viewed themselves to be far more deserving of the
government’s largesse. Kenneth Flamm in his Creating the
Computer: Government, Industry, and High Technology,
ascribes the flurry of academic rancor largely to money
and bruised egos, what he calls “the galling to established
members of academic mathematical circles to be in close
competition for research dollars with a group of young,
largely unknown MIT engineers.”
Of course, the facts driving the pettiness were all true. But
if youth, lack of reputation, and zero previous success were
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removed from the equation of innovation and discovery,
there would be pity few inventions in the world today.
Even deeper was the technical disconnect between MIT and
the Barta Building bright boys: In 1949, when it came to
digital computing, MIT’s Electrical Engineering Department
just didn’t get it. MIT was not alone, not many others in the
world “got it” either. Better to make friends than adversaries,
Forrester and his band of engineering irregulars tried to
educate the skeptics.
“We did have frictions,” recalled Forrester years later, “trying
to awaken a traditional electrical engi¬neering department,
devoted to power generation, to the arrival of comput¬ers.
At one point we presented, with only partial success, a
lecture trying to convince the electrical engineering faculty
that it was not only possible but also desirable to use binary
arithmetic for computation.”
It would never get any easier. Only when Whirlwind finally
cranked into action and began changing the world did minds
awaken to the prowess of a digital computer. This machine,
most everyone would later confess, changes everything.
Simultaneously trying to defend themselves and to prove
themselves would take diplomacy and guerilla instincts.
They were learning fast.
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Even more worrisome to Forrester than disappearing
financial support and disfavor from the ONR and MIT faculty,
was a massive technical concern looming over his project.
Whirlwind’s memory was stored in large, fragile glass bottles
called electrostatic storage tubes that cost over a thousand
dollars each to build, all by hand. With the lifespan of an
electrostatic storage tube incredibly short, Whirlwind’s glass
bill was now eating up a large portion of the entire budget.

Pictured here: Whirlwind’s on-site tube manufacturing department, ( left
to right ) Pat Youtz, Stephen Dodd, and Jay Forrester examine finished
electrostatic storage tube, 1951. (Photo courtesy of MITRE Corporation.)
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The 31-year-old Forrester was determined to find a solution.
He had to! Whirlwind was a transformative machine, but
wouldn’t be for long with such an Achilles heel as fragile
RAM.
On a personal level, Forrester was now a family man as well
with two immediate responsibilities: a wife and daughter
who also depended on his success. In July, he would be
celebrating his third wedding anniversary with Susan, the
love of his life who he had met when she worked in MIT’s
payroll department. They had a new baby girl, Judith, born
in 1948, who had just celebrated her first birthday in March.

Mr. Fix It
Maybe as a consequence of growing up as a midwestern ranch
boy, living far from everything with only himself to rely on to
fix whatever needed fixing, Forrester had made himself into
a brilliantly masterful problem solver.
Designing and building a first-ever, real-time, electronic
digital computer had tried his problem-solving skills to
the max, and, together with his team, he had succeeded
grandly. Because of it, his bright-boy compatriots revered
his leadership; and maybe because of his easy going, ranchboy ways, they respected him for his generosity of spirit and
kindness towards them.
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Years later, bright boy Norman Taylor would say of Forrester:
“It was difficult to know what he was going to do next, but he
was so terribly capable, it didn’t matter if you couldn’t follow
his reasoning. He was always thinking with seven-league
boots on. It made him a pretty formidable guy to work for
partly because he and Bob [Everett] always made sure you
understood the problem you were working on, by finding out
what you didn’t know as well as what you did know.”
Ridding Whirlwind of its fragile memory was Forrester’s
biggest challenge in perfecting his leviathan of a computer.
Strangely and surprisingly, a potential solution arose one
April evening in 1949, while at home idly leafing through a
copy of Electrical Engineering.
He spotted an intriguing advertisement by the Arnold
Engineering Company for a substance called Deltamax,
which was a magnetic substance, a “specially treated nickeliron alloy . . . developed by the Germans and used during
World War II in naval fire control equipment.”
Might this magnetic Deltamax somehow or other, mused
Forrester, staring at the advertisement, replace the memory
storage in Whirlwind ’s expensively unstable electrostatic
storage tubes?
“The idea immediately began to dominate my thinking,” he
wrote later, “and for the next two evenings I went out after
dinner and walked the streets in the dark thinking about it,
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turning over various configurations and control methods in
my mind until I began to see a configuration in which we
could use the magnetic element . . .”
That serendipitous moment over a page in Electrical
Engineering would eventually lead him to one of the greatest
discoveries in the history of computing. Forrester’s discovery
of magnetic-core memory would stabilize computer memory
not only for Whirlwind but for any other computer across
the entire fledgling industry.
Eventually, magnetic-core memory would become the
industry standard until Intel’s first chip in 1971. Aside from
the prestige associated with the discovery, MIT netted over
$25 million in royalties (those 1950’s dollars tally up to over
$250 million in 2019). To date, it ranks as the single largest
royalty haul in MIT’s history.

Pictured here: Close-up of magnetic-core memory
(Photo courtesy of MITRE Corporation.)
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Of course, in the spring of 1949 magnetic-core memory was
just the shimmer of an idea that he dragged through the
streets on his nighttime walks. However, on Monday, June
13, 1949, he sketched out in his notebook a latticework of
magnetic elements that he titled “Notes on a Magnetic Storage
Method.” The shimmer was gaining substance. He saw
promise in that sketch, and began to pursue its realization.
But that was merely a sketch in an engineer’s notebook. An
idea that no matter how tantalizing it was to ponder or how
doable he thought the concept, he had more pressing and
weighty concerns needing to be addressed before the year
was out.
He and Everett and their bright boy mates had constructed
the most complex machine ever created by humans, yet it
was difficult to find anyone outside of the Barta Building who
thought their creation had any purpose or use.
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Pictured here: Interior of Barta Building and Whirlwind computer: (far left) Jay Forrester
with Norman Taylor; (right) Whirlwind memory unit: Chuck Corderman (on ladder);
(below left) Gus O’Brien; (below right) Norm Daggett.
Photo courtesy of MITRE Corporation
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Everything has a beginning
From 1939, when Jay Forrester first arrived at MIT from
Nebraska until the end of World War II in September of
1945, Gordon Brown’s Servomechanism Laboratory was
the only home that he knew. Brown founded the lab in 1939
as a spin off from Harold Hazen’s Department of Electrical
Engineering.
The lab specialized in the research and development of servosystems, which were mechanisms for positioning radar and
gun-control, especially for Navy Ordnance, Army Ordnance,
and the National Defense Research Committee.
Bob Everett arrived at Brown’s lab after his graduation from
Duke University (first in his class) in 1942.
George Valley worked nearby in the Radiation Laboratory,
popularly known as the Rad Lab, which was a microwave
and radar research laboratory during the war.
When the war ended in September of 1945, both labs emptied
out quickly. Thousands left in waves, quickly scattering to
business, industry, and academia; back to civilian pursuits,
peace, and the gathering post-war boom.
Forrester was prepared to leave as well. “I assumed that I
would be leaving MIT,” he wrote, in his foreword to the 2010
edition of Bright Boys, “either to find an industrial position
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or to start a new company to carry forward and apply
our feedback system knowledge to physical engineering
applications.”
Brown had other ideas for Forrester. He didn’t want to see
the talented, 27-year-old engineer and friend skip off to parts
unknown. That same September, Brown asked Forrester
over to his office for a chat.
As Forrester would later explain it, Brown didn’t offer him
a job, rather, he handed him a piece of paper with a bunch
of projects listed on it. Brown asked him to take his pick.
Forrester was flattered that Brown thought so highly of him
as to offer a choice of any of the ten projects listed on the
paper.
“I decided to pick one from the list. Captain Luis de Florez
at the Navy’s Special Devices Division in Port Washington,
Long Island, had proposed it.”
Throughout World War II, the Special Devices Division of
the Navy’s Bureau of Aeronautics, created and commanded
by de Florez, was a center for developing training devices
for combat, like using motion pictures to train aircraft
gunners, or kits to build model terrains in order to facilitate
operational planning in the field. De Florez, a Navy aviator
and MIT grad, called them “synthetic training devices,” what
today are better known as simulations.
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Following the establishment of the Office of Naval Research
(ONR) in 1946, the Navy’s Special Devices Division was
renamed the Special Devices Center (SDC). The modern
iteration of the SDC is the Naval Air Warfare Center Training
Systems Division (NAWCTS).
The de Florez flight training device selected by Forrester was
first offered to Bell Labs where it was declined before winding
up on Brown’s list of to-do projects. Unwittingly, the Bell
Labs refusal sparked the revolution that jump-started the
bright boys into digital computing. Forrester, and his gifted
23-year-old sidekick, Everett, would set into motion one of
the most magical adventures in the history of engineering.
“The de Florez project,” recalled Forrester, “was to go beyond
the existing flight trainers for pilots, which were tailored to
the characteristics of a known airplane. The project was to
create a cockpit that would exhibit the characteristics of a
proposed plane, based on wind tunnel data of a model of the
plane.”
The Navy approved a preliminary design study for $75,000
for what was to be called the Aircraft Stability and Control
Analyzer or ASCA. Prior to ASCA, flight simulators were
built for each and every type of aircraft; this time, however,
the Navy sought a single flight simulator that could be used
as a general-purpose trainer for any aircraft, either existing
or planned. In short, a simulator.
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Beyond the preliminary contract, MIT received the Navy’s goahead contract for $875,000, although some Navy engineers
fated it to early failure, calling the project “an engineer’s
nightmare.”
In 1945, computation meant only one thing: an analog
computer, which was a colossal but intricate maze of metal
gears, cams, spindles, and shafts. Quite alien looking to the
modern eye, the room-sized machines looked like the giant
handiwork of a clockmaker gone mad. But to contemporary
engineers, they were marvelous machines of precision and
eye-fetching wonder. Some were electromechanical, but
even electricity could not power the gears beyond their
limitations.
The ASCA system was frustratingly complex as a cumbersome
analog gear works, and Forrester was unable to cope with
implementing the simulator’s aeronautical equations in real
time.
Fortunately, along came Perry Crawford. Crawford was a
good friend of Forrester; an MIT graduate student (Center
for Analysis) who had done his 1942 master’s thesis on
automatic control by arithmetic means.
Perry Crawford, Forrester remembers, “was a person with
continually unfolding visions of futures that others had not
yet glimpsed. He was always looking, listening, and projecting
new ideas into the future.” Far from being the stereotypical
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Pictured here: Bob Everett at Aircraft Stability and Control Analyzer,
circa 1945. (Photo courtesy of MITRE Corporation.)

researcher holed up in his lab, Crawford “was uninhibited,
not restrained by protocol or chain of command, and a
freewheeling intervener in many circles of activity.”
And as luck would have it, the “uninhibited” Crawford, the
digital visionary who pushed the idea of combat information
and control by electronic computers in his master’s thesis,
was, by October 1945, working for the Navy’s Special Devices
Division (soon to be the Special Devices Center (1946)) and
now had oversight of the Whirlwind project.
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Crawford “intervened” with Forrester regarding the potential
of electronic control for his reluctant device.
To his credit, Forrester quickly agreed. The unyielding
technology had to be ditched, a new plan for success devised
for the customer, and momentum maintained for MIT
management as well as the project’s 15 full-time research
engineers and 50-odd graduate students who looked to
Forrester for leadership.
If Forrester ever pined for a smattering of digital reality,
he need look no further than his attendance at Raymond
Archibald’s Conference on Advanced Computation
Techniques held at MIT the last three days of October
in 1945 where, among other things discussed, was that
of the great ENIAC computer, purring away at the Moore
School of Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania.
Forrester had heard enough; he had to see what ENIAC
looked like up close and personal, so he made a quick trip to
the Moore School to kick the tires on the giant machine.
And giant the massive machine most surely was. It was eight
feet tall and 80 feet long. It had 70,000 resistors, 10,000
capacitors, and a half-million soldered joints. Its 30 tons took
up 3,000 cubic feet of space, and when its 17,468 vacuum
tubes powered up, the room temperature jacked up to 120
degrees Fahrenheit, and rumor had it that lights in sections
of Philadelphia would flicker.
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The result of a $400,000 contract with the Army in 1943, the
computer’s purpose was to calculate gun-firing tables for the
Army’s nearby Aberdeen Proving Grounds. The trajectory of
an artillery shell like the 155-millimeter “Long Tom” covered
over 500 sets of conditions. A team of women punching
numbers into mechanical calculators would take more than
a month to calculate a single table—a table without which
the gun could not be properly aimed and fired.
ENIAC was a decimal machine. It wasn’t real time or general
purpose; it calculated in serial and was programmed by plugging
in wires by hand for each calculation. But the hulking computer
was indeed fast, over 1,000 times faster than any mechanical
device. A trajectory that formerly took 20 hours to tabulate
on a desk calculator, ENIAC could kick out in 30 seconds.
Forrester was staring at the future. It was exactly what the
ASCA project needed.
In late August 1946, the Army would dismantle ENIAC and
cart it off to Aberdeen and its Ballistics Research Laboratory
where it performed faithfully until final shut down in October
of 1955. Forrester had seen it just in time.
While hobnobbing at the Moore School, Forrester discovered
upcoming plans for an even newer electronic machine called
EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer).
As a consultant on the ENIAC project, the renowned
mathematician John von Neumann had come up with a
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document called “First Draft of a Report on EDVAC.”
EDVAC’s machine design was superior to ENIAC’s in that
EDVAC introduced a revolutionary new idea, that of the
stored program concept.
“Stored program” means that the computer’s memory
possesses not only data, but also the instructions that the
computer uses to manipulate that data. ENIAC’s instructions
were programmed by plugging wires into the machine and
then having to rearrange the wires with each change in
programming. A simple program change could take hours.
John von Neumann revolutionized that in a hurry.
His report would become a seminal document in the
history of digital computing. Every computer today is
a stored program computer, and the innards of every
computer are known as von Neumann architectures.
It would become another essential addition to the ASCA
project. Forrester and Everett had in mind to build a machine
bigger, better, and faster than either ENIAC or EDVAC.
The first step in the conversion process would be the risky
maneuver of switching the Navy from analog to digital
electronics. The Navy might well have balked, finally agreeing
with its own engineers who had early on cursed the project as
impossible. Presenting the Navy with a good alternative plan,
a little brinksmanship with some able help from Crawford,
and together they prevailed.
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Forrester’s new proposal to the Navy called for the building
of an electronic digital computer and a flight simulator/
analyzer for $2.4 mil¬lion to be delivered by 1950. The Navy
accepted the proposal, funding the construction for an initial
$1.2 million through mid-1948.
It was quite the sales job by the young engineer; Raytheon, a
company that Vannevar Bush helped to found, offered to build
a computer for the Navy for the bargain price of $650,000.
Forrester persuaded the Navy to fund his electronic offering,
saying that “the potential of the digital computer was so
great and the benefits derived from its use so immense that
the costs involved, no matter how great, were warranted.”
The Navy bought into the plan, naming it Project Whirlwind.
The name Whirlwind was selected following the Navy
tradition of naming its com¬puters after air movements:
Hurricane, Typhoon, and Zephyr were other Navy computers.
Forrester and his bright boys were set loose to construct their
real-time, general-purpose elec¬tronic digital computer. It
would be the world’s first.
Forrester and Everett gathered their crew of young, bright-boy
engineers together. Forrester told them to put an immediate
stop to their work. From here on out, he announced, we
are going to design and build a real-time, electronic, digital
computer.
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As Forrester had expected, a sudden wave of puzzlement
uneasily flitted over their faces.
He explained that the new machine was to be designed and
ready to build by the end of 1947, with the build-out process
running the whole of 1948. Thereafter, he furthered, they’d
knock any kinks out and have it up and running by the end of
1949. Any longer than that, he thought, and the Navy would
grow impatient as would management at MIT.
Finally, in addressing their questioning looks, he told them
that no one has ever built the kind of machine that they will
soon undertake. Not even the builders of ENIAC.
With a bit of a wry smile and a confident nod toward the
group, the midwestern Mr. Fix It in him finalized: Guess that
makes all of us pioneers. Now, let’s get busy. Let’s not be late
for the frontier.
First item on their agenda was to learn a thing or two about
electronic digital computers—and to learn really fast!
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